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The  robustness  of  multi-agent  systems  to  simulation  conditions  is
analyzed through a precise example, invented by Langton to investigate
the foundations of artificial life. This system is composed of simple and
memoryless agents, the turmites, which obey simple discrete local rules.
While  the  local  rules  that  govern each agent  are  kept  constant,  the  in-
teraction  between  agents  is  modified  through  nine  variations.  Our
method consists in varying the updating scheme (synchronous vs. asyn-
chronous) and the local conflict resolution policy (strong or weak exclu-
sion  rules).  The  effect  of  these  modifications  on  three  collaborative
phenomena is experimentally estimated. The macroscopic robustness of
the system is analyzed by examining how the conflicts that occur at the
microscopic scale generate diverging trajectories of the system. Observa-
tions  confirm  that  the  definition  of  the  individual  agent’s  behavior  is
not the only setting that matters in the emergence of collaborative phe-
nomena  in  complex  systems:  the  way  the  agents  are  updated  is  also  a
key choice. 

1. Introduction

In  a  pioneering  paper  on  artificial  life  published  in  1986,  Langton
stated [1]: “A common aggregate organization in nature is that of so-
ciety.  The  global  behavior  of  a  society  is  an  emergent  phenomenon,
arising  out  of  all  of  the  local  interactions  of  its  members.  [...]  We
know that complex behavior can emerge from the interaction of very
simple  parts.  Colonies  of  social  insects  provide  a  good  subject  mate-
rial  to the study of artificial  life  because they so readily exhibit  com-
plex  behavior  emerging from  the  interaction  of  very  simple  living
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parts.”  The  method  followed  by  Langton  was  very  close  to  Turing’s
work  on  morphogenesis  [2]:  Instead  of  trying  to  capture  life’s  com-
plexity by building more and more realistic models, which is a never-
ending  task,  simplifying  the  model  as  much  as  possible  can  help  us
identify  the  mechanisms  that  are  sufficient  for  a  phenomenon  to  ap-
pear. 

Langton proposed considering a simple system composed of one or
several  agents  that  operate  on  a  two-dimensional  grid.  (Bunimovich
and Troubetzkoy studied an equivalent system in the context of parti-
cle systems [3].) Each cell of the grid has one state: 0 or 1. The system
is  updated  in  discrete  time  and the  agents,  now known as  Langton’s
ants or turmites [4], are memoryless and follow two simple symmetric
laws: (a)  If  the turmite is on a cell  in state 0, the cell  state flips to 1;
the turmite turns left and advances to the next cell.  (b) If the turmite
is  on a cell  in state 1,  the cell  state flips  to 0;  the turmite turns right
and advances to the next cell. 

Langton observed that the behavior of a single turmite was already
a puzzling phenomenon. In the case where several agents were put to-
gether, interesting collaborative phenomena could emerge and lead to
the  construction  of  drastically  different  patterns  than  those  observed
for a single agent. This was interpreted as an emergence of collabora-
tion between agents, a topic that is now widely considered a key prob-
lem in many sciences. In biology, for instance, it is still a challenge to
understand how social insects may collaborate to construct their nests
[5].  However,  as  Langton  himself  admits:  “There  are  so  many  ways
that  these  virtual  ants  can  encounter  one  another  that  the  transition
rules  have  not  yet  been  worked  out  for  all  of  the  possible  encoun-
ters.” Our goal in this paper is to complete the work of Langton and
his followers by broadening the way interactions between ants are de-
fined. 

We aim to discover not only novel  collective phenomena, but also
wish to gain insight into how much the global behavior of the system
depends on these local interactions. 

1.1 Turmites
Dynamics of  turmites  have been well  studied when only a single  tur-
mite or particle is considered [6–8]. 

Starting from an initial grid with all cells in state 0, the turmite fol-
lows an irregular  trajectory  for  approximately  10 000 steps  and then
suddenly  enters  into  a  periodic  behavior.  This  behavior  leads  to  the
formation of a regular translating structure called a path (also known
as  a  “highway”;  see  Figure  1).  Different  generalizations  [9,  10]  have
also  been  proposed,  but,  surprisingly  enough,  systems  with  multiple
turmites have been much less explored so far. The only results we are
aware of are the studies by Chopard and Droz [11] and by Beuret and
Tomassini [12]. 
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Figure 1. Evolution of  a  system with a  single  turmite  starting from an empty
environment:  the  turmite  draws  an  infinite  path.  White  cells  are  unvisited
0-cells,  gray  cells  are  visited  0-cells,  and  the  blue/dark  cells  are  1-cells.  This
convention is kept in the remainder of the paper.

1.2 Nine Variations on One Rule
One possible  reason the  multi-turmite  system has  been scarcely  stud-
ied is that introducing multiple turmites also produces ambiguities. In-
deed, it is not clear from the local rule how to decide in which order
(if  any)  to  update  agents  and  how  to  solve  their  potential  conflicts
when they share the same target cell. In some cases, these ambiguities
may even render experiments difficult to reproduce.  

To  tackle  these  difficulties,  a  method  was  proposed  by  Chevrier
and Fatès as a specification of Ferber and Muller’s influence–reaction
paradigm  [13].  It  consists  of  describing  multi-agent  systems  as  dis-
crete dynamical systems [14]. Each description is obtained with a sim-
ulation scheme, that is, a particular way of updating components and
a particular method for solving the potential conflicts that would ap-
pear  during  this  updating.  As  a  result,  even  when  using  the  same
model and when starting from the same initial condition (the theme),
the  use  of  different  simulation  schemes  (the  variations)  may  produce
several qualitative behaviors. 

In  the  case  of  cellular  automata,  after  the  pioneering  observations
by Ingerson and Buvel [15],  a number of studies have shown that an
asynchronous update leads to the observation of a wide range of sur-
prising phenomena (see [16–18] for recent references). Our purpose is
to  present  a  similar  study  for  a  simple  multi-agent  system.  We  con-
sider  different  ways  of  dealing  with  the  spatial  conflicts  that  appear
when  multiple  agents  need  to  share  the  same  location  and  examine
the  differences  produced  by  a  synchronous  or  an  asynchronous  up-
date. 

1.3 From Artificial Life to Natural Phenomena
Although the system proposed by Langton is simplistic, it may help us
evaluate the effects of implicit choices in the simulation of more com-
plex  systems.  For  instance,  if  a  model  of  biological  systems  such  as
viruses or bacteria is needed, it may become possible to estimate sepa-
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rately  how much  of  the  observed  behavior  is  due  to  the  internal  dy-
namics of cells and how much is due to the interactions between cells.
Moreover, in discrete systems, it is often difficult to decide whether to
use  a  synchronous  model  (e.g.,  lattice-gas  cellular  automata)  or  an
asynchronous model (e.g.,  interacting particle systems).  In this paper,
we do not decide a priori but rather propose testing different simula-
tion scenarios and comparing them from a phenomenological point of
view. 

The  outline  of  the  paper  is  as  follows.  Section 2  is  devoted  to  the
definition  of  the  multi-turmite  system  and  the  different  simulation
schemes  studied.  In  Section  3,  three  emergent  phenomena  are  pre-
sented  and  we  study  their  robustness  to  asynchrony  with  a  macro-
scopic approach. A microscopic analysis is carried out in Section 4 to
understand  this  robustness  in  more  detail.  Finally,  the  questions
opened by these observations are discussed in Section 5. 

2. Foundations    

Before examining the outcome of simulations, let us first formally de-
fine  our  multi-turmite  system.  As  shown in  the  following,  the  opera-
tion is not as straightforward as it may first seem. Our presentation of
the dynamical system follows the method of Chevrier and Fatès [14],
although we skip here all the intermediary steps of the method for the
sake of conciseness.  

We  denote  by  ! " !2  the  grid  (or  lattice).  Each  cell  c œ !  has  a
state in # " 80, 1<. The overall grid state is denoted by S œ #!. Let N
be the number of turmites; we denote by T " 81, … , N< the set of tur-
mites.  Each  turmite  i  has  a  position  Pi œ !  and  an  orientation
Oi œ $ " 8N, E, S, W<  associated  to  the  directions  north,  east,  south,
and west. 

We  denote  by  P " HP1, … , PNL œ !N  and  by  O " HO1, … ,
ONL œ $N  the  N-tuple  of  turmite  positions  and orientations,  respec-
tively. The state of a system is a configuration that is represented by a
triplet  s " HS, P, OL œ S " #!ä!N ä$N.  Using  these  notations,  we
describe  our  multi-turmite  system  as  a  discrete  dynamical  system  on
S,  that is,  advancing by one time step corresponds to applying G,  the
global transition function: G : S Ø S. 

Now,  consider  the  problem of  formally  describing  G  based  on  the
informal description of turmite behavior stated earlier and given that: 

† we  want  to  update  the  turmites  according  to  three  temporal  schemes;
and

† we  want  to  examine  various  ways  of  solving  the  conflicts  that  appear
when multiple turmites simultaneously want to move onto the same cell.

Our  proposition  consists  of  defining  G  with  two  auxiliary  functions.
The first is the updating method D and the second is the conflict reso-
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lution  policy  x.  We  denote  by  GD, x  the  global  updating  function  ob-
tained with an updating method D  and a conflict  resolution policy x.
The  system’s  orbit  (or  trajectory)  is  the  sequence  of  configurationsHsHtLLtœ! " OrbHD, x, sL  obtained  with  sH0L " s  and  " t œ ",
sHt + 1L " GD, xHsHtLL.  In  this  paper,  we study three updating methods
and  three  conflict  resolution  policies.  These  functions  are  now  pre-
sented with both informal and formal definitions.

The  updating  method  is  a  function  D : " Ø %HTL,  where  %HXL  de-
notes the power set of a finite set X and D selects a set of turmites to
update  at  each  time  step.  Three  different  updating  methods  D  are
used. 

† Synchronous  update  Ds:  turmites  are  simultaneously  updated  at  each
time step. 

† Cyclic update Dc: turmites are updated sequentially in a fixed order. 

† Random  update  Dr:  turmites  are  updated sequentially  but  the  order  of
the updating within each cycle varies randomly. 

These updating methods are formally defined with " t œ ": 

DsHtL " T,

DcHtL " 8t mod N + 1<, and

DrHtL " pkHt£L,
where  t£ " t mod N,  k " dt ê Nt,  and  HpkLkœ!  is  a  series  of  indepen-
dent random variables that draw a single element uniformly in the set
of all permutations of T.  

Now that we have defined D, let us define G by specifying, indepen-
dently,  S  on  the  one  hand  and  P  and  O  on  the  other.  At  each  time
step, the grid state evolves as follows: 

" c œ !, ScHt + 1L "
1 - ScHtL if c œ 8Pi, i œ D HtL<,
ScHtL otherwise.

This rule means that ScHtL, the state of a cell c at time t, is changed if
the cell c is selected by D and contains at least one turmite. Other poli-
cies  are  possible,  for  instance,  considering  the  so-called  annihilation
policy where simultaneous flips are combined by pairs [14].  

Let  us  now describe  how to  update  the  positions  and orientations
of  the  turmites.  Defining  HP, OL HtL  requires  specifying  how  turmites
interact. Note that if a turmite is not updated, its position and orienta-
tion do not change: " i – DHtL, HPi, OiL Ht + 1L " HPi, OiL HtL. For an up-
dated turmite i œ DHtL, the way to calculate HPi, OiL Ht + 1L depends on
the conflict resolution policy x. For a turmite i, starting from its orien-
tation and position at time t, we denote by O

è
iHtL and P

è
iHtL the new ori-

entation and position of this turmite without taking into account con-
flicts with other turmites.
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Let  us  denote  by R  and L  the right  and left  rotations,  respectively,
such that RHNL " E,  LHNL " W,  ....  The functions O

è
iHtL  and P

è
iHtL  are de-

fined by: 

O
è

iHtL "
RHOiHtLL if SPiHtLHtL " 0

L HOiHtLL if SPiHtLHtL " 1

and  

" i œ T, P
è

iHtL " PiHtL + dPIOè iHtLM
where  dPHNL " H0, 1L,  dPHEL " H1, 0L,  dPHSL " H0, -1L,  dPHWL " H-1, 0L
(north, east, south, and west translations). We are now in position to
define the three different conflict resolution policies x: allow, exclude,
and turn and see.

Allow policy (xAl).  This policy allows turmites to move and rotate
freely without taking into account conflicts. Formally,

xAl : " i œ DHtL, HPi, OiL Ht + 1L " IPi
è

, Oi
è M HtL.

Exclude  policy  (xEx).  When  a  conflict  occurs,  the  xEx  policy  pro-
hibits turmite movements and rotations. Conflicts occur in two cases. 

† Type A. A turmite asks to move to an occupied cell. 

† Type B. Two or more turmites ask to move to the same target cell. 

To  express  these  conflicts  formally,  we  use  a  function  n  that  counts
the  number  of  turmites  present  in  a  cell  c œ !  given  a  set  of  turmite
positions P:  

n : !N ä! Ø "

HP, cL # card 8i œ T, Pi " c<.
Figure 2 shows example type A and B conflicts. The positions and ori-
entations  of  turmites  1  and  2  represent  a  type  B  conflict  when  they
both  ask  to  move  onto  the  same  cell  c1.  The  positions  and  orienta-
tions  of  turmites  3  and 4 represent  a  type A conflict  when turmite  3
asks to move onto the cell c2 that contains turmite 4.  

Formally,  we  say  that  a  turmite  i  is  in  a  type  A  conflict  if
nAP, P

è
iE ! 0.  Similarly,  a  turmite  i  is  in  a  type B conflict  if:  $ j,  i ! j,

Pi
è " Pj

è
, and nAP, Pi

è E " 0. The exclude policy is then written as: 

xEx : HPi, OiL Ht + 1L " IPi
è

, Oi
è M HtL if turmite i is not in conflict,

HPi, OiL HtL otherwise.

Turn and see policy (xTs). This policy is somewhat of an intermedi-
ary  policy  between  the  allow  and  exclude  policies. The  turmites  in-
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volved in a conflict do not move, but they are allowed to turn. Using
the previous notations, this is written as: 

xTs :
 PiHt + 1L "

 Pi
è HtL  if turmite i is not in conflict, 

 PiHtL  otherwise, 
 

 OiHt + 1L " Oi
è HtL. 

HP,OL HPè ,Oè L
Figure 2.  From the current position and orientation HP, OL of the turmites to

their  expected  next  position  and  orientation  HPè , O
è L.  We  have:  n @P, c1D ! 0,

n @Pè , c1D ! 2,  n @P, c2D ! 1,  n @Pè , c2D ! 1,  n @P, c3D ! 0,  and  n @Pè , c3D ! 1.
This  situation  generates  a  type  A  conflict  with  turmite  3,  a  type  B  conflict
with turmites 1 and 2, and no conflict with turmite 4.  

In short, we have three updating methods and three conflict resolu-
tion methods, which define nine possible combinations and thus nine
dynamical  systems  G  that  we  call  submodels,  since  they  derive  from
one  single  general  simulation  model.  Having  multiple  submodels  of
simulation schemes does not prove by itself the importance of formal-
izing  simulation  schemes.  This  importance  can  only  be  estimated
through  its  effects,  that  is,  if  it  qualitatively  modifies  the  orbits.  We
can  now  investigate  which  are  the  interesting  collective  phenomena
that can be observed with the different submodels. 

3. Observations of Collective Phenomena and Their Robustness    

Now  that  we  transformed  our  system  from  an  informal  individual-
based  description  to  a  dynamical  systems  description,  let  us  observe
the  perspectives  opened  by  this  change  of  viewpoint.  As  a  first  step,
we focus our attention on collective phenomena. As an exhaustive ex-
ploration of these phenomena is out of reach, it is necessary to select
a  few  phenomena  to  study.  In  this  section,  we  select  collective  phe-
nomena  that,  in  our  view, cannot  be  predicted  simply  by  looking  at
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the  local  rules  that  define  the  system.  We  are  interested  in  studying
these  phenomena  and  also  want  to  know  how  they  are  affected  by
changes in the simulation schemes (updating method and conflict reso-
lution policies).  

3.1 Cycles and Clocks    
The  first  phenomenon  that  caught  the  attention  of  researchers  was
that of a mono-turmite system starting from an all-0 grid that leads to
constructing a path  structure, that is,  a translating orbit in which the
trace  of  the  turmite  has  a  regular  pattern.  It  may  then  be  wondered
whether a single turmite might construct other regular structures. For
example,  it  is  known that  it  is  impossible  to observe a mono-turmite
whose behavior is cyclic [3, 11].  

Interestingly, for the multi-turmite system and for particular initial
conditions, it is possible to observe cycles. First observations of cycles
were  reported  in  the  experimental  study  by  Chevrier  and  Fatès  [19].
However,  it  is  in  general  difficult  to  predict  the  form of  a  cycle  as  a
function  of  the  initial  condition.  We  now  present  a  particular  set  of
initial conditions for which this prediction is possible, forming a phe-
nomenon that we call a clock. 

Definition 1. (Cycle) An orbit HsHtLLtœ! is a cycle if 

$ t0, p œ ", " t ¥ t0, sHt + pL " sHtL.
The  smallest  t0  and p  for  which  the  cyclic  property  is  verified  are

called the transient time and the period of a cycle, respectively. 

Observation 1.  For the synchronous allow submodel xAl,  an even num-
ber of turmites placed horizontally next to each other with a north ori-
entation  produces  a  cycle.  Formally:  for  N œ 2 ",  and  for  an  initial
condition  s " HS, P, OL : S " 0; " i œ T, Pi " Hi - 1, 0L, Oi " N,  the
orbit OrbHDs, xAl, sL is a cycle. 

We experimentally determined that the period of the cycle varies as
16 N - 4  and  that  the  transient  time  is  0.  Moreover,  the  sets  of  cells
visited  by  the  turmites  can  be  enclosed  in  a  rectangular  zone  of
3 Nä2 N cells. 

Figure  3  shows  a  cycle  with  four  turmites.  The  configuration  at
time  t " 60  shows  the  end  of  the  cycle,  that  is,  when  the  configura-
tion is identical to the initial configuration. 

Robustness

For the set of initial conditions as described, the clock phenomenon is
only  observed  with  the  synchronous  update  and  the  allow  policy
(GDs, xAl

 submodel; see Table 1). For the eight other submodels consid-
ered, no regularity of behavior was observed, at least for the first few
hundred  steps  of  evolution.  The  divergence  between  the  evolution  of
the different submodels is observed only after a few steps. 
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t ! 0 t ! 7 t ! 8 t ! 15

t ! 30 t ! 45 t ! 52 t ! 60

Figure 3. Clock  cycle  with  four  turmites.  Each  turmite  has  its  own  color
(convention kept).  

Phenomena Submodels Conflicts

clock GDs,  xAl
break

B-glider GDs,  xAl
GDc ,  xAl

GDr ,  xAl

reversion

stalemate GDs, xTs
dual lock

Table 1. Observation  of  the  three  phenomena  and  the  three  conflict  forms
that occur in their evolution. Only submodels that produce a phenomenon ap-
pear in the table.    

3.2 Gliders    
Gliders are rare phenomena in the multi-turmite system; it was neces-
sary to test for thousands of different configurations to observe them.
They  are  “purely  translating”  patterns,  where  the  turmites  go  in  a
straight direction and leave traces with cells in state 0.  

Definition 2. (Gliders) We say that an orbit HsHtLLtœ! is a glider if: 

† all the turmites are in the same infinite translation, that is, for all i œ T: 
$ r œ ", $ t0 œ !, " t œ !,
PiHt + t0L ! PiHtL + r, and OiHt + t0L ! OiHtL; and

† starting  from an empty  grid,  the  “trace” left  by  the  turmites  is  0,  that
is: 
S ! 0 and $ t, " t, " i œ T, SPiHtLHt + tL ! 0 .
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These gliders are phenomena that are analogous to the gliders ob-
served  in  the  Game  of  Life  cellular  automaton  [20].  The  first  glider
was the F-glider [19]; we now present a description of the B-glider.

Observation  2.  For  the  allow  policy  xAl,  four  turmites  placed  in  a
square  position with a  north orientation form a glider.  Formally:  for
N " 4, for D œ 8Ds, Dc, Dr<, the orbit OrbHD, xAl, sL obtained with the
initial condition

s " HS, P, OL : S " 0;
P0 " H0, 0L, P1 " H1, 0L, P2 " H1, 1L, P3 " H0, 1L;
O1 " O2 " O3 " O4 " N

is a glider. 

Figure  4  shows  four  steps  in  the  evolution  of  the  B-glider;  this
glider  translates  with  a  distance  of  two  cells  (horizontally  or  verti-
cally) every 12 steps. 

t ! 0 t ! 4 t ! 8 t ! 12

Figure 4. Four steps in the translation cycle of the B-glider.  

Robustness

The B-glider is robust to changes in the updating method. However, it
is not robust to changes in the conflict resolution policy (see Table 1).
Note that, by contrast, the F-glider is only observed with synchronous
updating and the allow policy xAl. 

3.3 Stalemate  
We now present our third class of initial conditions, which produces a
phenomenon that we call a stalemate (originally called a deadlock).

Definition 3. (Stalemate) An orbit HsHtLLtœ! is a stalemate if 

$ t0, " t ¥ t0, " i œ T, PiHtL " PiHt0L .

The smallest t0  for which the property is verified is called the stale-
mate time. 

Observation 3. For the synchronous turn and see submodel xTs, two tur-
mites placed at a horizontal distance k of each other with orthogonal
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orientations west and north always produce a stalemate if k is a multi-
ple  of  4  and  greater  than  52.  Formally:  for  N " 2,  for
k œ 4 "* and k ¥ 52 and 

s " HS, P, OL : S " 0;
P1 " H0, 0L, O1 " W;
P2 " Hk, 0L, O2 " N,

the orbit OrbHDs, xTs, sL is a stalemate. 
Figure 5 shows two stalemates obtained with two distances k. Note

that although stalemates are also observed for k < 52, there is no regu-
larity  in  the  way  the  phenomenon  happens.  By  contrast,  for  k ¥ 52,
we  can  guarantee  that  the  two  turmites  always  interact  in  the  same
way.  Indeed,  this  “minimal  security  distance”  is  given  to  ensure  that
each turmite does generate its own path and is not “perturbed” by an
overlap in its trace and the trace of another turmite. If this condition
is met, turmite 2 always crosses the path of turmite 1 the same way: it
follows the path, turns around it, and then catches up with turmite 1.
This produces a type B conflict, which always results in a stalemate. 

k ! 52, t = 11539 k ! 56, t = 11643

Figure 5. Two  stalemate  situations  obtained  with  initial  distances  of  52  and
56 spaces  between the  two turmites  (see  text  for  a  precise  description of  the
initial condition).  

Increasing the value of k by four cells ensures that the two turmites
follow the same sequence of behavior before they meet. This regular-
ity is  due to the spatial  periodicity of the path construction, which is
invariant  by  a  translation  of  H2, -2L  (see  Figure  5).  We  also  observe
that an increase of k by four increases the stalemate time by 104, a re-
sult  in  agreement  with  the  analytical  results  obtained  by  Boon  [7].
The stalemate time thus varies with k as: 

tstHkL " tstH52L + k - 52

4
ä104,

with the experimental value tstH52L " 11 539. 
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Robustness

Stalemates were observed only with the synchronous turn and see sub-
model  (GDs, xTs

;  see  Table  1).  The  sensitivity  of  this  phenomenon  to
asynchrony is analyzed in Section 4. 

To sum up, we described three phenomena that result from the col-
laboration  of  turmites.  We  observed  that,  depending  on  the  phe-
nomenon considered, there exist a wide variety of system responses to
various updating schemes and conflict resolution policies. We now en-
deavor  to  explain  some  of  these  variations  of  behavior  by  means  of
microscopic analysis. 

4. Microscopic Analysis of the Robustness

To  understand  how  the  variation  from  one  submodel  to  another  af-
fects the global behavior of the system, our method consists in exam-
ining  the  evolution  of  the  system  until  we  identify  the  time  steps
where  a  spatial  conflict  appears.  We  then  try  to  establish  a  relation-
ship  between  the  type  of  collision  and  the  robustness  of  the  system
from a global point of view.  

4.1 Sensitivity of the Clock
Recall  that  the  “clock”  is  a  collaborative  phenomenon  that  was  ob-
served only with the synchronous allow policy xAl. Let us explain this
sensitivity to asynchrony and to the changes of conflict resolution pol-
icy.  

By observing the evolution of the initial condition that generates a
clock with the synchronous allow policy xAl, we remarked that: 

† If  the  turn  and  see  xTs  or  exclude  xEx  policies  are  used,  a  divergence
with  the  allow  policy  xAl  appears  after  only  one  step  since  the  move-
ments  of  all  the  turmites  but  the  rightmost  one  are  blocked  by  these
two policies. 

† When using an asynchronous allow policy xAl, the divergence with syn-
chrony appears later, at a time that depends on the number of turmites
involved. For instance, for four turmites, it appears after eight steps. 

To  identify  the  origin  of  the  sensitivity,  we  observed  the  orbit  of
the clock and noticed that it contains a particular type of spatial con-
flict that we call the break conflict. This conflict is characterized by a
particular configuration where two turmites are sharing the same tar-
get  cell  and  have  the  same  direction.  It  is  visible  in  Figure  3  at  time
t " 8. 

As can be seen in Figure 6 (t " 1),  when a break conflict  appears,
the  two  turmites  leave  the  cell  with  opposite  directions  in  the  syn-
chronous  mode  while  they  leave  it  with  identical  directions  in  the
asynchronous  mode. The  presence  of  this  conflict  thus  explains  the
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sensitivity of this pattern to variations of temporal updates: a local di-
vergence in trajectories appears and this small divergence is amplified
until  it  generates  qualitatively  different  orbits  (see  Table  1).  Interest-
ingly, it is also the existence of a similar conflict that explains the sen-
sitivity of the F-glider. Let us now examine a pattern whose response
to asynchronism is radically different. 

t ! 0 t ! 1 t ! 2

t ! 0 t ! 1 t ! 2 t ! 3 t ! 4

Figure 6. Microscopic analysis showing the fragility of the break conflict (cells
in  state  1  are  blue).  Allow  policy  xAl  with:  (top)  synchronous  and  (bottom)
asynchronous  updates.  The  hatched  turmite  is  updated  before  the  plain  tur-
mite (convention kept in the following figures).  

4.2 B-Glider  
Contrarily to the F-glider, the B-glider is robust to changes in the up-
dating  scheme,  but  not  to  changes  in  the  spatial  conflict  policy.  An
analysis of its different steps of evolution shows that only one form of
conflict  is  involved.  This  conflict  appears  twice  during  the  cycle:  in
Figure 4, it is at times t " 4 and t " 8.  

We  call  this  particular  form  of  conflict  the  reversion  conflict.  For
two turmites  i  and j, it  is  characterized  by  the  pattern  represented  in
Figure  7:  Oi " Oj,  Pj " Pi + H1, 0L,  Si " 0, Sj " 1 (the other  patterns
obtained by translations and 90° rotations are of course equivalent). 

As this  is  a  particular  case of  type A conflict,  the allow policy xAl
lets the turmites swap their positions. With the asynchronous update,
the exchange happens in two steps but the result is the same as in the
synchronous  case,  whatever  the  updating  order  of  the  turmites  (see
Figure  7).  This  similarity  of  evolution  explains  the  robustness  of  the
glider to the asynchronous update. 

On the other hand, the turn and see xTs and exclude xEx submodels
yield  different  behaviors  since  type  A  conflicts  imply  a  divergence  in
the  evolution  of  the  turmites:  their  positions  are  not  modified,  but
their cell state is. Remarkably, this conflict generally leads to the pro-
duction of cyclic or translating orbits. Indeed, when it appears, its ef-
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fect results in the inversion of the roles of the two turmites. Once the
conflict  has  occurred,  we  generally  observe  that  each  turmite  erases
the trace left by the other turmite. This phenomenon has already been
observed  by  other  authors  (e.g.,  [11,  19])  but  was  only  partly  ex-
plained. 

t ! 0 t ! 1

t ! 0 t ! 1 t ! 2

Figure 7. Microscopic  analysis  showing  the  robustness  of  the  reversion  con-
flict.  Allow  policy  with:  (top)  synchronous  update  and  (bottom)  asyn-
chronous update.  

4.3 Stalemates  
The occurrence of stalemates is characterized by a situation where tur-
mites are always in a type B conflict with perpendicular orientations.
We call  this  type of  conflict  the dual  lock pattern  (see  Figure 8).  Re-
call  that  stalemates  were  observed  only  with  the  turn  and  see  policy
using the synchronous update.  

To  explain  why,  let  us  consider  two  turmites  i  and  j  such  that:
Pj " Pi + H1, -1L, Oi " E, Oj " N, Si " 0, Sj " 1. As a type B conflict

occurs on the cell c " P
è

i " P
è

j, the new orientations and positions are:
Oi

£ " S, Oj
£ " W and Pi

£ " Pi, Pj
£ " Pj  (the positions of the turmites do

not  change).  Then,  the  same  type  of  conflict  appears  on  the  cell
c£ " P

è
i
£ " P

è
j
£  and  the  turmites  are  again  in  a  type  B  conflict  that  re-

sults in a stalemate. 
On the  contrary,  with  an asynchronous updating,  turmite  i  moves

before turmite j, which frees the stalemate (see Figure 8). 
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t ! 0 t ! 1

t ! 0 t ! 1 t ! 2

Figure 8. Microscopic  analysis  of  the  dual  lock  conflict.  Turn  and  see  policy
with: (top) synchronous update and (bottom) asynchronous update.  

Clearly,  no  stalemate  can  occur  with  an  allow  policy  xAl  as  tur-
mites  are  not  blocked  by  conflicts.  With  the  exclude  policy  xEx,  tur-
mites keep the same orientation and position but the state of their cell
changes.  This  brings  them  to  move  in  the  opposite  direction  and
solves the conflict. 

The  dual  lock  conflict  thus  explains  why  the  stalemate  phe-
nomenon was observed only  with the synchronous turn and see  sub-
model  xTs  (results  reported  in  Table  1).  In  general,  we observed that
orbits that involve type B conflicts are not robust to the asynchronous
updating. 

5. Discussion    

We  presented  clocks,  gliders,  and  stalemates  as  three  emergent  phe-
nomena in a multi-agent system composed of turmites that evolve on
an infinite square grid. Their robustness was tested with nine different
simulation schemes. These simulation schemes were defined with a dy-
namical  systems  approach  using  a  combination  of  updating  methods
and conflict resolution policies. This allowed us to have an unambigu-
ous description of the interactions in the system, a criterion necessary
for reproducing the experiments.  

The formalism we employed allowed us to define various types  of
orbits and thus to give a rigorous—although partial—definition of the
robustness of those phenomena to asynchrony. We exhibited a corre-
lation between the  robustness  of  the  orbits  and the  conflicts  that  oc-
curred  during  turmite  movements. This  correlation  was  explained
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with a microscopic analysis of the conflicts (see Table 1 for a synthe-
sis). 

Although the classical  Langton’s  ant  (mono-turmite)  system is  still
not  fully  understood,  the  multi-turmite  system  opens  an  even  wider
realm  to  discover.  Many  other  puzzling  phenomena  deserve  to  be
studied,  for  instance,  the  so-called ever-growing square  (or  diamond)
where the turmites collaborate to produce a pattern that progressively
expands [1, 19]. The possibility of using turmites to generate textures
is another direction of research. 

The relationship that we noticed between the initial  condition, the
conflicts’ forms, and the global behavior of the system all deserve fur-
ther  analysis.  A  challenging  problem  is  to  derive  stronger  relation-
ships to predict the robustness of a phenomenon given the conflicts in-
volved,  for  instance,  with  a  proper  analysis  of  the  initial  condition
(e.g., symmetries or conserved quantities). We already know from the
work of  Gajardo et  al.  that  a  single-agent  system is  Turing  universal
[8]. Is the sensitivity of this system to simulation conditions related to
its computational universality? In the case of the Game of Life, it was
observed that the system is not robust to asynchronous updating [20];
can we find particular  constructions  of  the  multi-turmite  system that
would  show some  robustness  to  multiple  variations  of  its  simulation
scheme?  We  believe  that  a  deeper  understanding  of  clocks,  gliders,
and stalemates as well as other collaborative phenomena may provide
some hints to answer these questions. 

Finally,  we  ask  how  the  investigations  made  on  the  robustness  of
the multi-turmite system can be related to other types of complex sys-
tems. In particular, it would be interesting to compare the robustness
of  our  model  with  the  lattice-gas  cellular  automata  models  of
Chopard and Droz [11] or to other models where the interactions be-
tween cells and turmites have a physical interpretation. As the qualita-
tive behavior of a system may highly depend on small  simulation de-
tails, we need to develop specific tools to understand how interactions
generate  robust  or  sensitive  collaborative  phenomena.  Is  the  sensitiv-
ity  to the simulation scheme observed here a  rare  or  a  common phe-
nomenon?  Can  it  be  seen  only  in  simple,  discrete,  and  deterministic
models or can it also be observed in a wider range of models? 
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